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Pressure-volume methodology has been
used extensively to study water relations of
plant tissues. Measurements of tissue water
potential (Ψ) are typically collected over a
range of relative water contents (R) from sat-
uration to well below the point of turgor loss.
The methodology for collecting these data
and the theoretical basis for interpreting the
resulting curves have been discussed by
Cheung et al. (1975).

Recently, nonlinear regression algorithms
have been presented for fitting the entire
pressure-volume curve as opposed to just the
region below the point of turgor loss (Schulte
and Hinckley, 1985). Herein we present one
approach for analyzing pressure-volume data
using a segmented, nonlinear regression pro-
gram specifically written for the Statistical
Analysis System (SAS, SAS Institute, Inc.,
Caxy, N.C.). The NLIN procedure in SAS
is well suited for segmented, nonlinear
regression analysis.

Use of a nonlinear, regression algorithm
for fitting of curves requires selection of an
appropriate mathematical model. Given that
Ψ = ψ π + ψ p, Ψ can be described by the 
sum of its components, osmotic potential (ψπ) 
and ψ p, and each as a function of R. The
osmotic component can be defined, based on
theoretical considerations, and has been given
by Schulte and Hinckley (1985): ψ π =
ψ π, sat/(1 - ((1 - R/X)), where ψ π, sat is the
osmotic potential at full saturation and X is

Various exponential functions, however, have
been found to provide good empirical fits to
pressure-volume data (Cheung et al., 1976).

the symplastic fraction of water at saturation.
The ψπ component is more difficult to de-

fine because ψ p is influenced by tissue elas-
ticity and R and their relationships are
somewhat unclear (Cheung et al., 1976).
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Schulte and Hinckley (1985) have presented
the modified exponential function: ψ p =
e x pa(R – Ro) – 1, where “a” is a constant
and R, is the R at the point of turgor loss.
Modulus of elasticity, defined in terms of R,
has been derived by Schulte and Hinckley
(1985) as  where Ra is
the apoplastic water fraction at saturation and
is equal to 1 – X. When using the modified
exponential equation for ψ p, differentiation
of E will give: E = a + a&. The maximum
E (determined at full turgor) can be easily
calculated using the differentiated equation
for E and by substituting 

A SAS program, with the general model
 using the aforementioned
Fig. 1. A PC SAS program for analyzing press
modified exponential model for fitting the positi
equations for ψπ and ψπ, is given as one ap-
proach for analyzing pressure-volume data
(Fig. 1). However, different equations for
Ψ p may provide better fits depending on the
species and tissue type. Precautions and
problems associated with nonlinear regres-
sion analysis are discussed by Bates and Watts
(1988) and SAS (1988).

Users should be aware that the shape of
the E vs. ψ p relationship depends on the model
selected for ψ p (Schulte and Hinckley, 1985).
Thus, for certain studies where E and its re-
lationship to other variables are of primary
interest, care should be taken in selecting
models and interpreting their output.

Copies of this and other programs (e.g.,
a power function) for analyzing pressure-
volume data are available on diskette by
sending a formatted DOS diskette to T.G.R.
at the above address.
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